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Use smart devices in the 
smartest way.
Seamlessly integrate technology into your lesson plan with 
ClassPolicy, a next-generation K-12 classroom management 
solution for Windows 8 devices. 

Eliminate distractions 
by restricting web and application 
access.

Administer tests 
compliant with a variety of standardized 
testing requirements including 
Common Core State Standards.

Provide targeted instruction 
to different groups of students based  
on their needs.

Orchestrate your class 
by automating the sequence of 
your lesson plan.

Gauge understanding 
by polling students throughout 
the lesson.

Simplify everyday tasks 
like disseminating files to your 
students.

Promote sharing of student work 
by using Office 365 products.

With technology moving at breakneck speed, the gap widens 
between schools that harness the newest technology in class 
and those that don’t. Why not take advantage of the rise in 
1:1 device implementation in schools and use these tools to 
enhance your curriculum?

ClassPolicy is the only software solution on the market that 
effectively manages both modern and desktop interfaces in 
Windows 8. It also leverages the familiar and comprehensive 
functionality of Microsoft Office 365.

ClassPolicy empowers you to lead, direct, and launch apps, 
documents, and websites on your students’ Windows 8 
devices—and block those that may distract.

If you are looking to control 
what your students are  
seeing and working with, 
ClassPolicy is the best thing  
to use.

-Teacher, James Madison Middle School, LAUSD
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Visit our site to see the dynamic difference 
ClassPolicy can make in your classroom or contact 
us for a free trial: info@assistx.me

With ClassPolicy, teachers can: Take control of the technology use 
in your class simply and powerfully 
with ClassPolicy.

Restrict use of apps and websites

Lock student screens

Launch apps, documents, and websites 
directly onto students’ screens

“Stick pick” students for tasks

Use “Simulation mode” to run through 
lessons offline

Create shortcuts for frequently used 
functions

Sequence actions and shortcuts to 
design lessons

Manage students with Attending  
or Absent status

Poll students

Group students

Monitor student screens in a  
bandwidth-friendly manner

Easily comply with Common Core 
testing requirements

Because ClassPolicy is delivered as a cloud service, it offers 
unsurpassed mobility, allowing you to plan and simulate 
lessons from anywhere with a Wi-Fi connection. Our 
cloud-based design guarantees simple deployment and 
minimal impact on your network load.

ClassPolicy was developed in conjunction with teachers in 
a K-12 environment to ensure that it supports the needs of 
educators like you.

Winner of the Microsoft 2013 U.S. Education Rising Star 
Award, ClassPolicy is a product of AssistX Education, LLC.

classpolicy.com

ClassPolicy is a beautifully 
designed Windows 8 app 
for education that provides 
a wide range of options for 
content delivery and access 
restrictions and is a flexible 
tool for technology integration 
in education.

-Education Technology Director, Forest Ridge School
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